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Abstract

Thanks to the electron multiplying function that can effectively convert the weak incident photon signal to amplified electron output,
electron multiplying charged-coupled devices (EMCCDs) are becoming useful and popular detectors in photon counting regimes
necessiting also spatial resolution. A multi-imaging strategy has been already proposed and experimentally tested to improve the
accuracy of photon counting with an EMCCD, by taking into account the random nature of its on-chip gain and the possibility of
multiple photodetection events on one pixel. In this paper, refering to the thresholding procedure developed for photon counting, we
present a clear graphical method for the threshold and the optimal light level estimations. Thanks to the graphical visualization of
the probabilities involved in the detection errors on one pixel, we are able to derive in a straightforward way and for any EMCCD,
the threshold level and thus the best mean level of illumination to be used in order to minimize the false detection probabilities that
might ruin the image statistics, especially in cases where quantum spatial effects might be observed.
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1. Introduction

Electron multiplying charge-coupled devices (EMCCDs) use
impact ionization to provide high gain in the charge domain,
i.e. they apply a gain to the pixel’s charge before it reaches the
output amplifier [1]. This enable imaging with an equivalent
input noise of much less than 1 rms electron at pixel rates up
to and beyond those required for TV imaging applications. The
ultra-low noise, high resolution, high quantum efficiency and
robustness to over exposure make these sensors ideally suited to
applications traditionally served by image intensifiers. In fact
since EMCCDs were first produced in the late 1990s, they have
found use in many applications where high frame rate imaging
is required. These include surveillance, LIDAR applications,
astronomy, and other scientific imaging applications such as for
instance very low level bioluminescence for drug discovery and
genetic engineering applications. Recently, EMCCDs have also
been used to record radiation patterns generated from optical
parametric down conversion processes in low gain regime, and
to analyze the performances of these cameras for the detection
of single photons from the study of the spatial correlation of the
entangled twin beams [2, 3, 4]. Indeed, in EMCCDs, amplifica-
tion occurs before reading in a multiplication register that con-
tains several hundred of cells. Electrons are shifted from one
cell to another with a small probability in each cell of being du-
plicated, resulting in a high mean gain typically of the order of
1000. Because of this high gain, even the signal generated from
a single photon emerges from the readout noise floor with high
probability. However, although the effective gain is very large,
the detailed process by which the signal is amplified is stochas-
tic and introduces therefore additional noise at the output. In

other words it is not possible to assign a well defined number
of photons to each value of the output signal. The basic princi-
ple of charge multiplication in the EMCCD was studied several
times theoretically (see for instance [5, 6]), and it was shown
also experimentally [7] that the division of the output signal
by the mean gain results in adding a Poisson detection noise,
called excess noise, having the same amplitude as the photon
noise. Basden et al. [8] have proposed a photon counting strat-
egy to partially remove this noise for low light level images, in
the ideal case where the noise comes only from the random gain
(without considering the readout noise and the clock-induced-
charge noise), by using a ”photometric correction”’ that uses a
mean level of light. More recently a multi-imaging strategy
has been proposed and experimentally tested to improve the
accuracy of photon counting with an EMCCD, by taking into
account the random nature of its on-chip gain and the possi-
bility of multiple photodetection events on one pixel [9]. That
strategy is based on Bayesian estimation on each image, with
a priori information given by the sum of the images.The work
presented in [9] is based on the development of a thresholding
procedure for photon counting with EMCCDs. In the present
manuscript, refering to that procedure, which we recall in the
next section, we present a clear graphical method for the thresh-
old and optimal light level estimations. Thanks to the graphical
visualization of the probabilities involved in the detection errors
on one pixel, we are able to derive in a straightforward way and
for any EMCCD, the threshold level and thus the best mean
level of illumination to be used in order to minimize the false
detection probabilities that might ruin the real image statistics.
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Figure 1: EMCCD output probabilities for a given number of input photons
n = 1 (blue curve), n = 2 (red curve), and n = 3 (green curve), and for a mean
gain of 1000.

2. Thresholding and light level evaluation: a brief review

In general, given n photoelectrons (pe-) at its input, the mul-
tiplication register of the EMCCD provides a random output of
x electrons, with a distribution approximately described by [8]:

p(x|n) =
xn−1e−x/g

gn(n − 1)!
, (1)

when the photon input level is relatively small and the mean
gain g is large. For simplicity, in the following we assume
that the quantum efficiency of the detector is unity, and thus
we can speak about input photons instead of photoelectrons.
Because of the stochastic process of amplification, it is not pos-
sible to assign a precise input value n on each pixel given the
recorded value of x, as it also appears from the representation
of the conditional probabilities of x given n, shown in Fig.1.
In other words there is always some uncertainty when estimat-
ing the input photon number. Note that only in the ideal case
of (i) absence of noise and (ii) very low mean level of illumi-
nation, leading to at most one photon per pixel, the presence
of an output signal (of random height) can be taken as the cer-
tain indication of the presence of one input photon. The second
ideal case where (i) noise is still absent but (ii) the level of il-
lumination of the image to be detected is arbitrary large can be
straightforwardly reduced to the previous one by decreasing the
acquisition time ∆t to a sufficiently small value to guarantee the
”at most one photon per pixel condition” to be fulfilled. In this
circumstance, by recording a large number N of statistically
identical shots and by subsequent adding the number of counts
per pixel, the image (i.e. the average spatial distribution of pho-
ton numbers) is exactly retrieved without incurring in the errors
that would appear for longer acquisition times due to multiple
photons on one pixel in the same shot. In the absence of noise,
image detection can be made exact in the limit of extremely low
level of illumination per shot.

The reality is of course different because of the presence of
different noises, like the readout noise and the clock-induced-

charge (CIC) noise, leading in this case to an output different
from zero in the absence of photons. In fact the relative con-
tribution of the noise increases on decreasing the level of il-
lumination per shot. This reasoning indicates the existence of
an optimum level of illumination for which the total error due
to both multiple-photon and noise-induced fake detections is
minimal. Notably, besides the knowledge about this optimum
illumination what is necessary is a procedure for defining the
output-signal threshold below which the event has to be taken
as caused by the noise and above which as caused by one pho-
ton. In ref [9] both the optimum illumination level and the
threshold are obtained from a single mathematical procedure by
minimizing the error caused by all fake detections in the two-
parameter space, as outlined here below. Note that the proce-
dure holds for each independent pixel, since different levels of
average illumination due to image in-homogeneity lead to dif-
ferent results.The thresholding procedure developed by Lantz
and coworkers [9] consists in the following: on each image, as-
sumed to have a mean light level per pixel << 1, they determine
a value T of the threshold and decide there is an input photon
if the output in grey levels (”gl”, 1gl = 12 electrons for the
Andor camera at maximum gain: see below) is greater than T .
Therefore if xgl > T , y = 1 is the result of the thresholding pro-
cedure. Alternatively if xgl < T , there is no input photon and
the result of the procedure gives y = 0. Here are summarized
the false detections events leading to errors (in the following x
designates a number of grey levels): 1) x > T for n = 0 (due
to noise): one photon is detected instead of 0, with probability
p(y = 1|0) ≡ p10.
2) x < T for n = 1 (due to random gain): 0 photons are detected
instead of 1, with probability p(y = 0|1) ≡ p01.
3) x > T for n=2: 1 photon is detected instead of 2, with prob-
ability p(y = 1|2) ≡ p12. The case x < T for n=2 can be con-
sidered negligible. In general, from the choice of the number
of images N that can be recorded, we can find the approximate
light level µ =< n > /N needed on each image for a mean
photon number < n > on the sum. The procedure to derive
these quantities is the minimization of the quadratic error Q for
one pixel on the sum of the images, as done in [9]. By using
this criterion, equal weighting is assumed for false positive and
false negative events. It would be straightforward to generalize
to an experiment where physical considerations lead to differ-
ent weighting for these events: the above probabilities would
be simply multiplied by their respective weighting and all the
subsequent derivation would be identical. Since for low µ the
statistics of the incoming light may be considered as Poisso-
nian, Q can be written as:

Q = N
[
p01µ + p10(1 − µ) + p12

µ2

2

]

= < n > p01 + (N− < n >)p10 +
< n >

2N
p12, (2)

where p01, p10 and p12 are precisely the repartition functions of
the conditional probabilities of errors, thus respectively defined
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Figure 2: Histogram of grey levels for a dark image of the Andor EMCCD (blue
dots) and corresponding fit (green curve).

as:

p01 =

T∑

x=0

p(x|1), (3)

p10 =

∞∑

x>T

p(x|0), (4)

p12 =

∞∑

x>T

p(x|2). (5)

Note that in (3) and (5) the conditional probabilities are given
by the distribution (1), while in (4) p(x|0) is an experimen-
tal probability distribution that can be derived from the his-
togram of grey levels obtained from a dark image of the EM-
CCD with shutter closed. This histogram gives information on
the noises involved in the detection, since it can be fitted by a
theoretical probability law by using a Gauss-Newton algorithm
which highlights the readout noise contribution from the Gaus-
sian fit and the two CIC contributions of the serial and parallel
register respectively, from the long following tail as shown in
[9]. In that work the grey level histogram, which is shown
for illustration in Fig.2, was obtained by using an EMCCD
camera from Andor Technologies (IXON, sensor model E2V
CCD97, Head 897E CS0 n.BV), operated with an exposure
time of 33ms, cooled down to −85◦C, and with a pixel read-
out rate of 10 MHz and a vertical clock speed of one shift/0.5
µs. The dynamic range of this EMCCD was 14 bit and the
gain g was 1000 in photoelectrons or 1000/12 in grey levels
(1gl = 12pe). It is worth mentionning that the camera used
was selected by Andor, under special request, among a series
of EMCCDs produced, with the characteristics of having CIC
values (pix−1 f rame−1) much lower than the average standard
ones. Finally note that the spatial statistics of a dark image
gives for that camera a mean number of grey levels of 600 with
a total experimental standard deviation of 9.7 gl (corresponding
to 9.7 × 12/1000 = 0.12ph/pix).

The procedure of minimization of Q is performed with re-
spect to the variables N and T . So considering T/g << 1 and
thus from (3) (when approximated by an integral)

p01 = 1 − e−T/g � T/g, (6)

and using also the approximations N− < n >≈ N and p12 � 1,
the minimization leads to the following results [9]:

µ =
< n >

N
=

√
2p10, (7)

and T is such that

p10 =
g2

2

(
∂p10

∂T

)2

. (8)

While the value of µ from (7) can be obtained for a given T
through the evaluation of the sum in equ.(4) with the use of
the experimental data, the threshold T is less straightforward to
calculate because of the absence of formula for p10. To find T ,
the derivative in equ.(8) is evaluated in a lengthy way, by cal-
culating p10 for each value of T so to calculate progressively
the finite differences (p10(T + 1) − p10(T − 1))/2. We con-
clude by summarizing the results obtained from this analyti-
cal thresholding procedure, since we shall compare them with
the results that will be presented in the next section. For the
Andor EMCCD under consideration, Lantz and coworkers [9]
estimated that in order to correctly work in single photon count-
ing regime and to minimize the error probabilities during detec-
tion, the mean number of photons per pixel (per image) needed
is µ = 0.15ph/pix and the threshold value is T = 11gl. Each
of the three errors have in this case probabilities respectively of
the order of 1 or 2 per cent at most.

3. Graphical method for the thresholding procedure

The graphical method proposed here is based on the simul-
taneous visualization of the three probability functions that are
directly involved in the detection errors on one pixel. Assuming
a low mean illumination level on the single image, we consider
as before µ << 1 and a Poissonian distribution of input light.
The above mentionned probabilities in the single photon detec-
tion regime of an EMCCD are thus p(x|0)(1 − µ), p(x|1)µ, and
p(x|2)µ2/2. By superposing the corresponding curves plotted
as a function of the output grey levels x, we shall see how the
threshold value T to be used in the detection procedure can be
extracted from the analysis of their respective crossings.

3.1. Estimation of T for a given illumination level
The probability of recording x grey levels when there are no

input photons is p(x|0), which can be derived as mentioned ear-
lier from the histogram of grey levels obtained from a dark im-
age of the EMCCD. To be sure that we represent a probability
that will have to be compared with the probabilities of record-
ing x when there are 1 or 2 photons per pixel in the input, the
histogram shown in Fig.2 should be renormalized, by dividing
the values by the total number of pixels contained in the cam-
era sensor. In Fig.3 we have plotted on the same scale the three
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curves describing the probabilities of recording x, for 0, 1 or 2
photons per pixel, in three different cases of illumination, for
the Andor camera described before. Note that the histogram
has been replaced by a continuous curve to facilitate the visu-
alization of its trend. On the other hand, in order to represent
all the probabilities versus grey levels, the functions p(x|1), and
p(x|2) are obtained from equ.(1) with the gain now expressed as
g = 1000/12, having taken into account the conversion factor
of the camera. The mean number µ of input photons per pixel
per image is treated as a parameter.

By analyzing the plots presented in Fig.3, we can observe
that the probabilities p(x|0)(1 − µ) and p(x|1)µ associated re-
spectively with the detection of x grey levels for 0 and 1 input
photons, have an intersection point at xint1 which, for decreas-
ing input mean photon numbers, is characterized by increasing
values of grey levels. In the limit of µ → 0, this intersection
point moves towards right ”inside” the CIC region of the ex-
perimental dark image curve. On the other hand we note that
the curve describing p(x|2)µ2/2 associated with the probability
of detecting x grey levels given 2 photons per pixel generally
remains below the curve p(x|1)µ, but crosses the probability
p(x|0)(1 − µ) for a value of grey levels x = xint2 > xint1.

The search for a criterion of choice for the threshold T should
start from its definition, that is that T must be such that if x > T
we decide that there is one input photon, otherwise there is
no input photon. In fact, from the observations made above
we can intuitively say that at the intersection point defined by
xint1, we should be able to distinguish between dark noise and
a real photon arriving. On the other hand, if the input illumi-
nation level is too low with µ → 0, light levels of the order
of the CIC (5.10−3 pix−1 f rame−1 for the particular Andor EM-
CCD under consideration) cannot be distinguished from the
CIC noise. Typically one can see that the distinction starts to
become difficult at µ = 10−2 ph/pix. Thus µ, which for the
moment is being treated as a parameter, should lie in any case
above the CIC noise level. Given these considerations, it turns
out that for a certain value of µ, T = xint1 is the correct choice.
On the other hand we must ensure that the probability of de-
tecting 2 photons per pixel remains as low as possible, and thus
we must have µ << xint2. The detailed procedure for the graph-
ical thresholding just shown, together with the estimation of
the optimal light level, will be summarized in the next section.
For the moment, just note here how the value x1cross � 11gl
for a mean number of photons µ = 0.15ph/pix (see Fig.3b) is
in agreement with the threshold value T derived analytically in
[9] in the same illumination conditions, which were found to
minimize the quadratic error Q.

In the following, we show that for a given mean value of
photons per pixel µ << 1, the graphical method for the deter-
mination of T here presented is equivalent to the thresholding
procedure described in [9]. By combining the equations (7) and
(8), we have the following relation:

√
2p10 = µ = g

(
−∂p10

∂T

)
. (9)

On the other hand because of equ.(6), g = 1/(∂p01/∂T ), and
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Figure 3: Probabilities (p(x|0)(1 − µ) in blue, p(x|1)µ in red, and p(x|2)µ2/2
in green) involved in the thresholding procedure for the Andor EMCCD, for
three different cases of illumination; (a) µ = 0.3ph/pix, (b) µ = 0.15ph/pix
, (c) µ = 0.1ph/pix. In the inset, zoom of the region of intersection bewteen
p(x|0)(1 − µ) and p(x|1)µ.
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thus

µ =
−∂p10/∂T
∂p01/∂T

. (10)

Using the fact that ∂p10/∂T = −p(x|0) and ∂p01/∂T = p(x|1),
we have from equ.(10):

µ
∂p01

∂T
= µp(x|1) =

−∂p10

∂T
= p(x|0) � (1 − µ) p(x|0) (11)

⇒ µp(x|1) = (1 − µ) p(x|0). (12)

The equality given by (12) is equivalent to the condition of
intersection of the functions p(x|1)µ and p(x|0)(1 − µ), illus-
trated in the graphs of Fig.3. In other words, for a given value
of µ << 1, T is such that equ.(12) is satisfied. Note that the
graphical method as well as eq. (12) give a non integer value
for the best threshold , while the number of grey levels is an
integer. This non integer value T can be used without any dif-
ficulties by deciding no detection for xgl < T and detection for
xgl > T , where xgl is the integer number of grey levels.

3.2. Guidelines for the determination of T and for the optimiza-
tion of the mean light level

The aim of this work has been to present a straightforward
graphical thresholding method to be applied when using the
EMCDD in single photon detection regime. Let thus summa-
rize the steps of the procedure:
i) At first, the mean illumination level of the single image to be
recorded could be chosen in relation to the value of the EM-
CCD dark noise image standard deviation σnoise, expressed in
photons per pixel. This avoids to fall into the CIC noise level,
which as mentioned before should be the lowest limit value. We
can call µapprox the value of µ chosen initially.
ii) The second step is the plot of the probability curves asso-
ciated with the detection of x grey levels for 0, for 1 or for
2 photons per pixel, and the straightforward derivation of the
threshold T from the intersection point of the functions p(x|1)µ
and p(x|0)(1 − µ), as shown before.
iii) The final step is the optimization of the light level µ from a
comparison with the value obtained analytically from equ.(7).
This can be derived after evaluation of the repartition function
from the experimental dark noise histogram, p10 =

∑∞
x>T p(x|0),

where T has the value estimated from step 2. Indeed we can
calculate µ1 =

√
2p10 and compare it with the initially chosen

value µapprox. If µ1 , µapprox the graphical procedure to deter-
mine T should be repeated by iteration with the new choice for
the illumination level given by µ1.

The optimal values for the threshold T and for the illumina-
tion level µopt are clearly interlinked. These are such that for the
optimum threshold, the mean number of photons per pixel µ is
in good agreement with the calculated value from (7). It is very
interesting to note that this iteration procedure reveals that the
optimal level µopt is such that µ ≥ σnoise ph/pix and more pre-
cisely µ should be just above σnoise. For the Andor camera un-
der consideration we find with our method µopt � 0.13ph/pix
with T � 11gl. Note that once optimized, the thresholding
helps one estimate other input illumination levels if they are
close to the initial estimated value.
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Figure 4: False detection probabilities P0 (blue curve), P1 (red curve) and P2
(green curve), and total probability of error (dotted curve), plotted as a function
of µ, for T = 11gl in the case of the Andor EMCCD. The black solid curve
represents the relative total error in detection (i.e. total probability of error
divided by µ).

3.3. False detection probabilities

In the following we present a graphical evaluation of the
probabilities of errors in detection after the assessment of the
optimal thresholding level T . By plotting the three false detec-
tion probabilities of interest, being respectively defined as

P0 ≡
∞∑

x>T

p(x|0) × (1 − µ) (13)

when we record x > T in the case where there are no input
photons,

P1 ≡
T∑

x>0

p(x|1) × µ (14)

when we record x < T for 1 input photon, and

P2 ≡
∞∑

x>T

p(x|2) × µ
2

2
(15)

when we record x > T for 2 input photons (the case x < T be-
ing negligible), we can also visualize and establish a reasonable
range of µ to work with.

Fig. 4 shows the three false detection probabilities, together
with the total probability of error on the pixel, plotted as a func-
tion of the mean number of photons per pixel µ, and for a fixed
value of the threshold T (the graphs refer to the Andor EMCCD
under consideration with T = 11). The relative total error in de-
tection (i.e. the total probability of error divided by µ) is also
shown (black curve). This relative error gives an estimation of
the ratio of total false detections with respect to the true number
of input photons, and it is a quantity that admits a minimum.

We start by noting that the relative total error reaches a mini-
mum of about 24 per cent and lies around this point for a given
range of values of the mean number of input photons µ. The
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minimum is associated with the value µ � 0.13ph/pix (in ac-
cordance with the result of the graphical method), and for which
the total probability of false detections is only about 3 per cent.
In general acceptable values for the mean illumination level on
a single image can be defined for instance as those that lead to a
relative error below 0.25. Also note that an alternative criterion
for the definition of the range of acceptable values for µ can be
that this range should have the lower and the upper limits de-
fined respectively from the intersection of P0 with P1 and of P1
with P2. On one hand, we expect in fact that P0 should stay
below P1, since for smaller values of µ where the probability
of error P0 is greater than P1, the EMCCD noise becomes too
large and the input photon cannot be detected. On the other
hand, µ should be such that P2 stays below P1 otherwise the
error in detection due to the arrival of 2 photons starts to be too
high. From these considerations we can estimate from Fig.4
that a good working region is given by values of µ in the range
0.06 < µ < 0.25 ph/pix.

4. Application of the graphical thresholding method to a
different EMCCD

Until now we have described the graphical thresholding pro-
cedure applied to the same EMCCD used in the work of Lantz
and coworkers [9], also in order to make a comparison with the
results obtained in that work, and to highlight the rapidity and
simplicity of the method here proposed.

In this section we illustrate the same graphical method ap-
plied to an EMCCD from Hamamatsu (Model C-9100). For
that camera, which was a demonstration EMCCD, the mean
gain g was 1200 and the conversion factor 1gl = 5.8pe. The
EMCCD was operated in similar conditions to those of the pre-
vious camera. The sensor (identical to the Andor one) was
cooled down to -80◦C, and the exposure time was 33 ms with
a pixel readout rate of 11 MHz. This camera was character-
ized by a dynamic range of 16 bit. The dark image histogram
of grey levels recorded with shutter closed is shown in Fig.5.
Note by comparing with Fig.2 how the readout noise contribu-
tion is almost twice with respect to the case of the Andor. In
general from the spatial statistics of the dark image, we have
measured a standard deviation of the noise level of 39.5 gl, thus
corresponding here to 39.5 × 5.8/1200 = 0.19ph/pix.

We report in Fig.6 the probabilities involved in the threshold-
ing procedure of the Hamamatsu EMCCD camera, similarly to
Fig.3. Note that in Fig.6a the chosen value for the mean illu-
mination level on one image (µ = 0.1ph/pix) is lower than the
dark noise variance of the EMCCD; in that case the comparison
with the analytical value given by equ.(6) shows that this choice
for µ is not the best since the result of the calculation gives 0.2,
which is , 0.1 ! Indeed it can easily be verified by iteration
that µ = 0.2ph/pix (thus just above the noise standard devia-
tion), corresponds to the optimal value (case of Fig.6b). With
this value for the mean number of photons per pixel, we find
from the intersection of P(x|0)(1 − µ) and P(x|1)µ the optimal
threshold value to be applied in single photon detection regime,
that is T = 46 grey levels.
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Figure 5: Histogram of grey levels for a dark image of the Hamamatsu EMCCD
(blue dots) and corresponding fit (green curve).

For a comparison with the Andor EMCCD, we show in Fig.7
the three false detection probabilities, the total probability of
error on the pixel, plotted as a function of the mean number
of photons per pixel µ, for T = 46gl, together with the total
relative error in detection (black curve), which in this case lies
always above 0.39. In general, we notice that after the optimal
thresholding procedure, the probability values of false detection
are double with respect to those of Fig.4. Here it turns out that
for a recorded image illuminated with a mean number of 0.2
photons per pixel, we have a total false detection probability of
about 7 per cent.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a clear and straightforward
thresholding graphical method for photon counting with EM-
CCDs. The threshold level T and consequently - thanks to an
iterative optimization process - the best mean level of illumi-
nation µ to use are derived with a simple procedure based on
the graphical visualization of the probabilities involved in the
single photon counting regime in the detection errors on one
pixel. Moreover by comparing the results with the analytical
work presented in [9], we have shown that the obtained param-
eters T and µ necessary for the thresholding procedure to be
used in the single photon detection process, are indeed those
that minimize the quadratic error for one pixel on the sum of
the images.

We have applied this graphical method to two different EMC-
CDs, therefore comparing the noise statistics of the dark images
recorded, and the false detection probabilities after applying the
optimal graphical procedure. We could in this way notice how
the demo EMCCD from Hamamatsu revealed to be less ade-
quate with respect to the selected Andor camera for single pho-
ton counting measurements because of the larger readout noise,
and the larger probabilities of errors that would occur in de-
tection. In particular in cases where for instance the quantum
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Figure 6: Probabilities (p(x|0)(1 − µ) in blue, p(x|1)µ in red, and p(x|2)µ2/2
in green) involved in the thresholding procedure for the Hamamatsu EMCCD
demo, for three different cases of illumination; (a) µ = 0.3ph/pix, (b) µ =

0.2ph/pix , (c) µ = 0.1ph/pix.
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Figure 7: False detection probabilities P0 (blue curve), P1 (red curve) and P2
(green curve), and total probability of error (dotted curve), plotted as a function
of µ, for T = 46gl in the case of the Hamamatsu demo EMCCD. The black
dotted curve represents the relative total error in detection.

properties of the twin beam spatial correlations have to be an-
alyzed, the EMCCD with very low false detection probabilities
would certainly be the best choice for the reach of the purpose.
On the other hand note in an aside that thanks to their high dy-
namic range Hamamatsu EMCCDs are especially suitable for
applications in low light luminescence imaging and high dy-
namic range brightfield imaging in life sciences, materials re-
search and industrial imaging.

We conclude by saying that the graphical method for the
derivation of the threshold proposed here can be applied more
generally to any kind of EMCCD camera with similar types of
sensor, but different electronics and thus noise characteristics.
In general it should become a valuable tool for any user of EM-
CCD working with single photon light levels for any kind of
applications.
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